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the seafront at Beşiktaş is the 
Naval Museum, housing a fasci­
nating collection of model ships, 
maps, charts, paintings, naval wea­
ponry, figureheads, imperial caiques, 
and manuscripts.
The main three - story building fa­
cing the boulevard contains smaller 
exhibits from the fifteenth century 
up to the Second world war, while 
the modern building behind contains 
the imperial caiques, one of which is 
a galley 40 metres long. The well-kept 
grounds between the two bulidings 
is an openair museum.
in the entrance hall to the main bu­
ilding can be seen the Kitab-i Bahri, a 
navigation manual in four volumes by 
the great Turkish seaman Piri Reis, 
whose map of America, based on that 
drawn by Christoper Columbus, is the 
oldest in existence. The telescope and 
astrolobe used by Piri Reis are also on 
display.
The walls of all the six main galleri-
es and eight small exhibition rooms 
are filled from floor to ceiling with 
charts, inscriptions, various weapons 
and above all paintings, which of co­
urse also line the walls of the art gal­
lery on the upper floor. There are 
many original paintings by European 
and Turkish artists, including zonaro, 
Preziosi, Henry Astern Barker, Ivan Ai- 
vazovski, the Russian Hussein Kaptan, 
Osman Nuri Pasha and Mirliva Nuri Pas­
ha. There are battle scenes, seascapes, 
and many views of the Bosphorus and 
Istanbul. There are two paintings by 
E. de Berard, the court painter to Na­
poleon ill, depicting Sultan Aziz lan­
ding at Toulouse in 1867. Four 
unusual relief paintings by Melkom 
show three - dimensional ships sailing 
over the flat background, in the gal­
lery of maps and standards on the lo­
wer floor is a small picture of a ship 
in applique and embroidery, which 
when examined closely turns out to 
be an Arabic inscription ingeniously 
contrived into the form  of a ship gal­
ley, the oars being in fact the down- 
strokes of the letters.
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No map or chart enthusiast could 
fail to be delighted by the wealth of 
examples In the Naval Museum, the 
earliest of which is a fifteenth century 
map on vellum of the Mediterranean, 
drawn by a Turkish seaman, Ibrahim 
of Tripoli, in 1462
The many miniatures on the walls 
are mostly modern copies of originals 
in other museums and libraries who­
se subject m atter is relevant to na­
val and maritime history.
in the central area of the art gallery 
is a m agnificent collection of model 
ships of all eras. Of particular interest 
among them is a galleon made in Spa­
in in the seventeenth century. This 
model is that on which Ottoman ship­
builders based their galleons. There is 
also a model of a Turkish galley based 
on a sixteenth century engraving by 
Melchior Lorech.
in the gallery of standards hangs a 
large decorative frame in which is a 
Turkish standard captured by the uni­
ted navies of the Vatican, Venice and
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